DID YOU ALREADY KNOW?

SERVICE

The Material Center for High Strength Sealing Elements
On Sep. 2, 2009 Alexander Peters broke ground for the
new workshop supported by the applause from the
STASSKOL personnel and in the presence of the local
dignitaries, Mayor René Zok and the economic advisor
Christian Schüler.
The new Material Center is scheduled to open in Feb.
2010, with the start-up managed by Dr. Marc Langela,
Manager of Material and Production Development.
The center will produce heavily stressed semi-finished
plastic products for high strength PTFE-spare parts.
These parts guarantee OEM-customers from the gas
compressor sector especially high
stability over a long service life,

coupled even with reduced delivery times.
In cooperation with the company-owned Test Center, a
state of the arts material testing installation, the Material
Center will pursue the goal of improving the materials
used for top quality sealing elements and expanding the
product range. This should further strengthen the market position of the prestigious manufacturer of sealing
rings and packings. According to Thomas Borchardt,
the Managing Director of STASSKOL, up to 10 new jobs
could be created in the new workshop, which will be
equipped with ovens, mixers and presses.

The Test Center With New Grinding Equipment
In 2008, the advisory board of NEA Grinding and
Classifying Systems recommended the building of the
grinding test plant PM 05, which corresponds to the
design and flow behavior of the other pendulum mills.
The goal was a three year research project, in collaboration with the University of Erlangen for the systematic
capture of the material and air flows in a pendulum mill.
Here, a safe scale up for larger pendulum mills will be
developed. Besides these procedural technical projects, the desire for the modernization and simplification
of machine technology used in pendulum mills remains
in focus. For that purpose, a project team has been
formed which was tasked with making fundamental and
technical improvements and innovations; they applied
for a patent in Jan. 2009.
For this new grinding test plant the Test Center will be
considerably expanded. This includes acoustic and
heat insulation of the facades and roof, two new cranes
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and the modernization of heating, lighting and compressed-air supply. The plant will be put into operation in
Dec. 2009.
In a further modification phase an Impact Classifier Mill
ICM 60, with a new technical design, will be installed.
This ICM 60 features all the familiar characteristics of the series, such as a multiblade classifier wheel, direct drive,
swivelling device with a counterweight and heavy-duty design.
Additionally, sound
emissions have
been further reduced and the mill
outlet is now
replaceable.

A Journey to Chad
In Jan. 2008 Harry Lankenau, Head
of Technical Service and Engineering,
and Timo Kitschen, Head of Spare
Parts, visited ESSO Exploration and
Production Chad, Inc. (EEPC) in
Komé, Chad, Central Africa, where
EEPC manages three oil fields.
Natural gas, which is a by-product of
oil production here, is compressed by
piston compressors and converted
into electricity by gas turbines to
supply the energy needs on site.
EEPC runs a total of six NEUMAN & ESSER piston
compressors, four type 3SVL63 compressors and
two type 2SZL130 machines in the South of Chad.
In addition to technical issues, the service activities
planned for the beginning of 2009 were also discussed
at that time. Through these discussions, it became
clear that a training program for local staff would be
advisable, as only a few had experience of working with
piston compressors.
Training before Service
Once the two managers had returned, an appropriate
training program was designed for EEPC. In addition to
covering the fundamentals of piston compressors and
thermo dynamics, the program would also focus in
particular on the two types of compressors and plant
components installed on site. The training program was
planned to take place shortly before the service activities were due to start.
By Dec. 2008, a date for the program had been fixed.
Norbert Janßen, Product Manager for Training, would
carry out the program in the third week in January,
not forgetting to receive the injection to extend his
vaccination against yellow fever, which is required for
those travelling to Chad.
A different World
On Jan. 18, 2009 Mr. Janßen set off from Düsseldorf
via Paris to N'Djamena, where he was met by the customer. The next morning began with a security briefing
at the offices of EEPC in N'Djamena, before he returned
to the airport again to fly on to Komé, in the south of
Chad.
The EEPC site in Komé not only includes the production facility and offices, but also the airport and the
camp housing the staff and visitors. Innocent

Memtodombaide, Predictive Maintenance Technician at
EEPC, welcomed Mr. Janßen in Komé and looked after
him throughout his entire stay in the best manner of
guest friendness.
Unquenchable Thirst for Knowledge
The program finally started on Tuesday morning, with
15 eager members of the Operating, Maintenance and
Rotating Equipment staff for EEPC Komé attentively
following the explanations of compressor design and
the fundamentals of thermo dynamics. The methods for
diagnosing problems were also described.
The EEPC compressors were looked at more closely on
Wednesday and Thursday. Both compressor types
were examined in detail with special attention given to
the important components, such as the oil system and
pulsation dampeners. The operators also received useful information on the day-to-day operation of the compressors. Finally, a troubleshooting session looked
at the symptoms for malfunctions and their possible
causes. There was no lack of interested questions
from the participants throughout the three days of
training. At noon on Thursday, the participants were
tested on what they had learned. A group photo was
taken to round off the course before it meant saying
goodbye to the class of eager African trainees - a new
and positive experience for the widely-travelled
Mr. Janßen.
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